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We use a novel search task to investigate the spatial distribution of visual attention, developing a general model from the data.
Observers distribute attention to locations deﬁned by stripes with a high penalty for attention to intervening areas. Attended areas
are deﬁned by a square-wave grating. A target is in one of the even stripes, and ten false targets (identical to the real target) are in the
odd stripes; the observer must attend the even stripes and strongly ignore the odd, reporting the location of the target. As the spatial
frequency of the grating increases, performance declines. Variations on this task inform a model that incorporates stimulus input, a
‘‘low pass’’ attentional modulation transfer function, and an acuity function to produce a strength map from which the location with
the highest strength is selected. A feature-strength map that adds to the attention map enables the model to predict the results of
attention-cued conjunction search experiments, and internal noise enables it to predict the outcome of double-pass experiments and
of variations in the number of false targets. The model predicted performance on a trial-by-trial basis for three observers, accounting
for approximately 70% of the trials. Actual trial-to-trial variation for an observer, using the double-pass method, is about 76%. For
any requested distribution of spatial attention, this general model makes a prediction of the actually achieved distribution.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Typically, attention refers to an internal state that can
be rapidly modiﬁed by instructions. In practical terms, it
means that observers respond diﬀerently to the same
stimulus depending on their attentional state.
Spatial attention generally refers to a focus area
where performance on some task is better than outside
of that focus area. Here we are concerned with a general
approach to the spatial distribution of attention that
would apply to any requested distribution, that is, how
well the observer could conform his/her actual distri-
bution to the requested distribution. We use diﬀerent
spatial frequencies of requested attention as our basic
tool. We ﬁrst review the metaphors that previously have
been used to characterize the spatial distribution of
attention. Then, we consider the prior studies organized,* Corresponding author. Address: Center for Neural Science, New
York University, New York, NY 10003, USA.
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doi:10.1016/j.visres.2004.01.012loosely, in terms of the most important aspect of the
paradigm.1.1. Attention metaphors
Spatial attention has been likened to a spotlight
(Posner, 1980), a zoom-lens (Eriksen & St. James, 1986),
and a peak in an activity distribution (LaBerge, 1995);
suppression of surrounding signals has been compared
to a gate (Reeves & Sperling, 1986) and to troughs
surrounding a peak in an activity distribution (LaBerge,
1995).
Spotlight. In the spotlight metaphor, the beam of
attention is ﬁxed in size and shape, and can be directed
at a single area of the visual ﬁeld (Posner, 1980). As a
result, processing within that area is facilitated. The
spotlight can be described as moving in an analog
or discrete manner. The evidence supporting either
description is mixed. For instance, Tsal (1983) argued
that the distance travelled and time to travel in atten-
tional shifts are correlated, supporting analog move-
ment; others have provided evidence that the spotlight
moves in discrete steps in which the time taken to move
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be moved (e.g., Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995).
Zoom-lens. Closely related to the moving-spotlight is
the zoom-lens metaphor (Eriksen & St. James, 1986).
The zoom-lens is also unitary. However, the area on
which the ‘‘beam’’ of attention shines can be contracted
or expanded as required by a task or instructions. In the
zoom-lens model, the strength of the attentional beam
decreases with an increase in size of the beam, but the
beam cannot be split among more than one location.
Gradient. In contrast to these unitary models of
attention, LaBerge and Brown (1989) proposed a gra-
dient model of attention in which attention can be
simultaneously allocated to non-contiguous locations in
the visual ﬁeld. In this model, the selected areas are
controlled by a ﬁlter that operates on the location
information in each display. Once the ﬁlter selects the
location information for each selected area, the location
information then allows the selection of the corre-
sponding feature information. The selected areas and
changes within these areas are described by a gradient of
processing resources.
Of the more well-known metaphors, the moving-
spotlight and the zoom-lens both depict attention as
unitary in nature, while the gradient model of attention
allows for the division of attention across more than one
location separated in space.
Questions related to the understanding of spatial
attention include: Can observers attend to two or more
locations simultaneously? If they can, what is the nature
or degree of the costs of this division? To what degree
are the in between areas suppressed? These questions are
certainly not exhaustive. A general theory would gen-
erate answers to these questions, and to many more. The
purpose of the experiments presented here is to provide
data to guide the development of a general model of the
distribution of spatial attention.
1.2. Previous research
Researchers investigating the ability to attend to
multiple locations simultaneously have employed a wide
variety of paradigms; within these paradigms, both
changes in attention instructions and in the physical
layout of the stimuli have been exploited. The studies
cited here can be roughly categorized as monitoring,
cuing, interference, and stimulus conﬁguration studies.
In monitoring studies, observers are instructed to
monitor one or more locations and perform a given task
while either response time (RT) or accuracy data are
collected. In cuing studies, the observer is provided a cue
indicating that a target will appear in a location(s) with a
certain probability. Occasionally, the target will appear
in an uncued location. RT data are collected. In inter-
ference studies, observers are required to make a judg-
ment (e.g., same–diﬀerent) using information presentedat two locations separated in space. In between these
locations, additional information is presented and its
eﬀect on performance is studied. In stimulus conﬁgura-
tion studies, the conﬁguration of the stimulus to which
the observer must attend is changed and the eﬀects of
that change on performance are studied.
1.2.1. Monitoring
Shaw and Shaw (1977) conducted a study in which
observers identiﬁed a letter appearing at one of eight
positions on an annulus whose diameter was 1 degree of
visual angle. Accuracy data were well-predicted by the
probability distribution of the target occurrence, con-
sistent with simultaneously monitoring more than one
location. However, the results can equally well be ex-
plained by probability matching.
Evidence of the ability to attend to certain informa-
tion while suppressing other information which would
fall within the same beam of a traditional zoom-lens is
provided in a comparison between two conditions in the
work of Melchner and Sperling (1978). Observers iden-
tiﬁed and located a letter among digits in the outer ring
of the stimulus and a digit among letters in the inner
ring. Under one instruction, observers were to give 90%
of their attention to the outer ring, and under another
they were to attend equally to both rings. Observers’
performance for the inside ring gets much worse when
primarily attending to the outside ring, while perfor-
mance on the attended ring substantially improves. A
contingency analysis showed that when observers de-
tected one kind of target (letter or digit) they were very
unlikely to detect the other kind, indicating that on a
single trial observers performed only one of these two
detection tasks. Observers’ good performance when
attending the outer ring indicates they can suppress al-
most completely the information lying in the center, i.e.,
within a single beam of attention. A long sequence of
frames occurred at the rate of 10 Hz, so the suppression
of the ‘‘false targets’’ on the inside had to be performed
at a relatively early stage of processing prior to a limited
capacity memory. The degree to which suppression of
the inner items was accomplished was not addressed
explicitly in this study, and it is unclear how to extend
these results to other spatial arrangements without a
general theory of spatial attention.
Castiello and Umilta (1992) used a task in which
observers attended to two locations indicated by boxes,
one in each hemiﬁeld. Observers responded when a light
was brieﬂy presented in either of the boxes. Three box
sizes were used to indicate location––independently
chosen for the two locations. An inverse relationship
was found between box size and RT for both locations,
interpreted as indirect evidence that observers can at-
tend to two diﬀerent locations at once.
In response to Castiello and Umilta (1992), McCor-
mick, Klein, and Johnston (1998) used the same task
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more direct measure of the distribution of attention. The
lack of any diﬀerence in RT data for probes presented in
between the two locations and for probes presented
within either of the two locations supported the presence
of uniﬁed attention across both locations.
Using electrophysiological measures, Heinze et al.
(1994) used P1 amplitude modulation as evidence that
attention cannot be divided but rather operates as a
zoom-lens. In their study, observers were required to
monitor 2 of 4 locations. One symbol was then pre-
sented in each of the four locations, and observers re-
sponded when these symbols matched. After this
primary task, a probe appeared at 1 of the 4 locations.
When the observer was attending to two separated
locations, the intervening location showed P1 modula-
tion; while the observer was attending to two adjacent
locations, probes at the other locations showed no such
P1 modulation. This study demonstrates that, when the
information in the intervening location is not too dis-
ruptive to task performance, observers may use a uni-
tary region of attention.
Using illusory line motion (ILM) as an index of
attention, Schmidt, Fisher, and Pylyshyn (1998) pre-
sented observers with four dots to monitor plus a central
ﬁxation point. The dots were removed and a straight line
appeared connecting the ﬁxation point with either a dot
location or a location in between two dots. Data showed
a signiﬁcantly higher occurrence of ILM when the line
pointed to an attended location than when it pointed
between two locations, consistent with attention at
multiple locations and reduced attention to the locations
in between.
Bichot, Cave, and Pashler (1999) used several varia-
tions on a monitoring task to provide evidence of sep-
arate attention windows that open and close
independently. In all of the tasks, they compared per-
formance when target items were presented simulta-
neously (in the same frame) with successive presentation
(alternating frames). No diﬀerence in accuracy was
found between the simultaneous and successive condi-
tions, indicating observers were not switching back and
forth between the locations but selecting both regions.
Extending this investigation to require attention to more
than two locations would provide more insight into the
existence and degree of any costs.
An electrophysiological study by Eimer (2000), in
which observers were instructed to monitor concentric
rings in a display, found eﬀects on ERPs consistent
with the splitting of attention. Instructions required
observers to either attend to an area that a single zoom-
lens would cover without incorporating other areas or
two rings that a zoom-lens could not selectively cover.
Diﬀerences in the ERPs suggested some ﬂexibility in
distribution that is inconsistent with a zoom-lens of
attention.1.2.2. Cuing
In a classic cuing study, Posner, Snyder, and David-
son (1980) asked observers to press a key at the onset of
a light in one of four locations. Prior to each block,
observers were told which two of the four locations to
prepare to attend. At the beginning of each trial a
number at ﬁxation indicated which location was 65%
likely to occur. The other three location probabilities
were either all equally likely or 25%, 5%, and 5% likely.
RTs were faster at the 25% likely location than at 5%
likely locations only when the 25% location was adja-
cent to the 65% likely location. This was interpreted as
evidence that observers cannot monitor two locations
unless they fall within the same unitary beam of atten-
tion. However, this task had the problematic aspect of
providing little incentive to monitor the second location
since the target stimulus usually occurred in the cued
location. Another point of concern is that information
that occurs at unattended locations does not interfere
with attended information. Rather, it requires a re-
sponse as well. There is little incentive to ignore uncued
locations unless using information from the uncued
locations would be detrimental to performance.
Using a similar paradigm, Eriksen and Yeh (1985)
required observers to determine which of two target
letters was present in an 8 letter annulus display. A pre-
cue indicated the primary location while the secondary
location was opposite the primary. The validity of the
cue varied from trial to trial (primary/secondary cue
probabilities were 70%/10%, 40%/40%, or 100%/0%).
Beneﬁts of cuing were found only for the primary
location, and not the secondary. This paradigm, how-
ever, does not address how observers can distribute
attention if two target locations are equally (or nearly
equally) likely across trials. Instead, in this study the
primary location is far more likely to be the location of
the target across trials (70% versus 16%). With such
probabilities, observers might do well to mostly attend
the primary location.
1.2.3. Interference
Using a partial report procedure, Awh and Pashler
(2000) tested the ability of observers to split attention
over two non-contiguous locations. Observers had to
identify two target digits that appeared in an array of
distractor letters. Spatial cues indicated the two most
likely target locations. A strong accuracy advantage at
cued locations compared with the intervening ones
suggests that the primary mechanism supporting the
ﬂexible deployment of spatial attention is the suppres-
sion of interference from stimuli at unattended loca-
tions, though this suppression is not complete.
In a priming study, Pan and Eriksen (1993) used the
interference caused by information falling in between
two attended locations to argue that the focus of
attention is unitary. In this study, two target letters
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eccentricities, and observers indicated whether they were
the same. An incompatible or compatible distractor
appeared in between these two target letters, priming a
response. RTs were impacted by the irrelevant noise
letter appearing between comparators, indicating that
observers did not ignore the information. The authors
interpret this as a failure to distribute attention in a non-
unitary fashion. However, observers did not know
where the distractor letter would appear on each trial, so
they were unable to predict which areas needed to be
suppressed. Good performance in this paradigm re-
quires suppressing unattended areas.
Using this same/diﬀerent task, Kramer and Hahn
(1995) found an interaction between response type
(same or diﬀerent) and distractor type (prime same or
diﬀerent) only when the distractors had an onset. While
this provides some evidence that observers can split
attention, it does not attempt to investigate systematic
changes in performance. Additionally, the interaction of
response time and distractor type in the onset condition
may be indicative of only partial division of attention
rather than none.
In an extension of their 1995 study, Hahn and Kra-
mer (1998) added probes at target, in between, and
outside locations. Both the RT data from these probes
and the accuracy data indicate that observers were in-
deed able to selectively attend to the separated locations
and ignore the middle in the non-onset condition.
1.2.4. Conﬁguration
Podgorny and Shepard (1983) asked observers to
distribute attention across a subset of squares on a 3 · 3
grid and then indicate whether a probe dot appeared on
or oﬀ of the attended area (equally likely). RTs were
shorter for the attended area than the unattended, and
correlated with the ‘‘compactness’’ of the attended area
and not with the number of attended squares. These
results suggest that the distribution of attention depends
upon the stimulus conﬁguration in a systematic manner.
1.2.5. Summary
There is ample evidence that under a variety of con-
ditions observers can, to some extent, distribute atten-
tion to multiple locations. The evidence suggests that
this disjoint distribution does come at a cost relative to
maintaining a unitary focus of attention. The results
from several of the studies suggest the importance of
suppression; when observers were required to suppress
information and knew where that information would be
located, they were better able to disjointly attend.
The problem with these studies, and with many more
similar ones, is that they do not lead naturally to a
formulation of exactly what an observer’s spatial dis-
tribution of attention actually is and how well that dis-
tribution conforms to the requested distribution.Additionally, achieving spatial distributions of attention
that conform closely to requested distributions requires
not only explicitly deﬁning regions where stimulus input
is to be enhanced but regions where it is to be sup-
pressed. The importance of suppression regions has not
been fully appreciated nor has the use of suppression
been fully exploited.
1.3. Outline
In the task described below, the information within
the unattended areas is extremely detrimental to task
performance, thus providing a maximum incentive to
make attention conform to the requested spatial distri-
bution. Splitting attention into diﬀerent disjoint regions
will be essential to successfully perform the task. With-
out this suppression requirement, even if observers were
explicitly instructed to divide attention, they might ﬁnd
it is easier or suﬃcient to use a unitary window of
attention. Without a suppression requirement, demon-
strating that observers are not distributing attention
disjointly fails to distinguish between the inability to
split attention and merely a preference for unitary dis-
tribution.
In our paradigm, observers are required to report the
location of a target disk appearing in one of several
attended locations while ignoring identical disks (false
targets) appearing in unattended locations. The presence
of many false targets makes it critical for observers to
suppress (or ignore) the unattended regions.
Successful performance of the task is evidence of the
ability of observers to divide attention among disjoint
locations, i.e., to utilize non-unitary attention distribu-
tion. Additionally, the systematic changes in perfor-
mance with changes in stimulus conﬁguration will
provide important insights into the characteristics of the
attentional distribution. From these data, we construct a
model of an attentional modulation transfer function.
This model, based on Fourier principles, allows for the
prediction of the distribution of attention across novel
patterns––i.e., it is a general model.2. General methods
Observers perform a search task which requires the
distribution of visual attention across multiple disjoint
locations. On each trial, a red-green square-wave grating
indicates the areas to attend and those to ignore. After
the square-wave fades into the background, a 12 · 12
search array of white disks appears. Observers must re-
port the location (row and column) of the large white
disk in the attended area (e.g., red). Observers tend to
ignore the ﬁne structure required by the map unless false
targets (identical to targets) are placed in unattended
areas to force conﬁnement of attention to the to-be-at-
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suppress the information in the unattended regions be-
cause the presence of false targets there interferes with
their ability to detect and localize the real target. In
preliminary experiments, where no false targets were
present, response accuracy was greater than 98%, dem-
onstrating, ﬁrst, that detecting the target in the absence
of false targets is trivial and, second, that observers are
able to accurately report the location of a detected target.
The criterion for a response to be judged as correct
required that the observer reported a location equal or
adjacent to the target location. This relaxed criterion
was used because in preliminary experiments with no
false target and a strict criterion (report exact target
location) observer accuracy fell to 77%, i.e., on 21% of
trials the observers misreported the location of the tar-
get to an adjacent square of the 12 · 12 array.
In order to investigate attention across a range of
conﬁgurations, the red-green square-wave grating isFig. 1. (a) Attention conditions as deﬁned by attention-instruction images. F
target occurs on that color, either one or ten false-targets occur on the other c
there are 10 conditions identical to those shown except that the red and gree
which the target (T) appears in an attended region, in row 4, column 9. The te
and all other labels are only for illustrative purposes and were not present in
trials of the same attention condition showing two diﬀerent row-separation v
labels and dashed lines were not present in the actual displays. (d) Schematic
here appeared in all possible reﬂections and rotations.changed from trial to trial. Orientation (horizontal or
vertical), spatial frequency (four values, where ATT1 is
shown with a phase shift of 0 and p; the number of
locations covaries with this measure) and color phase
(two possibilities) of the grating are varied. See Fig. 1(a)
for an illustration of these gratings.2.1. Observers
A total of nine students––graduate and undergradu-
ate––from the University of California, Irvine, partici-
pated in the experiments. All had normal vision.
Participants not associated with the laboratory re-
ceived compensation of $8 per session. Each person
provided written consent and was treated in accordance
with the ‘‘Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code
of Conduct’’ (American Psychological Association,
1992). Consent forms and procedures were approved byor each observer, one color is deﬁned to be the attended color. A single
olor. In addition to the 10 horizontal and vertical attention conditions,
n colors are interchanged. (b) A sample ten-false-target search array in
n false targets (FT) are located in the unattended regions. Dashed lines
the actual search array. (c) Two examples of one-false-target control
alues (two and four). Target (T) and false target (FT) labels and other
representation of a single trial of one attention condition. All examples
1278 J.L. Gobell et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1273–1296the Institutional Review Board of the University of
California, Irvine.
2.2. Stimuli
The basic stimulus consisted of three separate images:
the indication of which regions to attend (i.e., the
attention instructions), the search array, and the re-
sponse screen. Each image subtended 12.5 degrees of
visual angle horizontally and vertically.
Attention-instruction image (attention instruction).
The attention-instruction image consisted of a red-green
square-wave grating of one of four spatial frequencies:
1, 2, 3, and 6 cycles per image (cpi). The 1 cpi attention-
instruction image was presented in two diﬀerent pha-
ses––in one phase half of the display was red (green) and
the other half green (red), while in the other phase the
outer two quarters of the display were red (green) while
the center half of the display was green (red). In all
cases, the stripes were oriented either horizontally or
vertically, and could either begin with red or begin with
green (see Fig. 1(a)). With two stripe orientations and
ﬁve gratings there are 10 possible attention instructions
and 12 12 ¼ 144 possible target locations in the search
array for a total of 1440 experimental conditions.
The attention-instruction image was presented for
150 ms, at which point it began fading continuously into
the gray background over the next 450 ms. The moti-
vation for incorporating this fading was to eliminate the
negative afterimage that otherwise would have followed
the presentation of a brief attention-instruction image.
Search array. The search array was a 12 · 12 array of
white disks on a gray background. All disks were cir-
cular; 11 of the disks subtended 0.34 degrees of visual
angle and the remaining 133 disks subtended 0.23 de-
grees of visual angle. Each disk’s location was jittered
both horizontally and vertically, so the distance between
the disks varied from trial to trial. The amount of jitter
along each dimension for each dot was chosen from a
uniform distribution with minimum )0.3 and maxi-
mum 0.3. The average distance from the center of one
disk to the center of a neighboring disk was approxi-
mately 1.
Of the 11 larger disks, 10 were randomly placed in
regions of one color and one was placed in a region of
the other color. The 10 disks on one color will be re-
ferred to as false targets (a.k.a. foils), while the single
disk is the target of the search task. Smaller disks, di-
stractors, were then placed in the remaining locations.
See Fig. 1(b) for an example of a disk array.
Response screen. The response screen consisted of a
12 · 12 grid outlined with white lines on a gray back-
ground to guide the observer’s response. This response
grid overlapped the location of the search array per-
fectly, demarcating each of the possible disk locations.
Each square in the grid subtended approximately 1vertically and horizontally. Digits indicating the row
and column numbers were present down the left side
and along the top of this grid.
2.3. Apparatus
Stimuli were generated in MATLAB, using the Psy-
chophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997). Stimuli were displayed on an Apple Multiple
Scan 720 Display monitor, powered by a Power Mac-
intosh 7500/100 computer. The display resolution was
set at 640 · 480 pixels, 60 Hz, which at 120 cm viewing
distance subtended 18 13:5 degrees of visual angle.
The gray background had a luminance of 20 cd/m2, the
white discs were 73 cd/m2, the red stripes 13 cd/m2, and
the green stripes 12 cd/m2.
2.4. Procedure
Instructions and task. Each observer was randomly
assigned to attend to areas marked by either red or
green. This color designation remained the same for that
individual for the duration of his or her participation.
The observer’s task was to report the location of the
larger white disk that occurred on the attended color.
Training. Prior to the experimental sessions, all
observers completed one training session. Training
consisted of viewing several sample trials at a very low
speed with the experimenter explaining each step. The
observer then completed one session in which the
duration of the search arrays began at 1500 ms and
incrementally shortened to 150 ms as the observer’s
performance improved. The practice session was termi-
nated when the observer satisfactorily performed with a
150 ms display duration. Satisfactory performance was
deﬁned as correctly locating the target disk in 5 out of 10
successive trials. A training session typically lasted 45
min, similar in duration to the experimental sessions.
Trial sequence. On any given trial, unless speciﬁed
otherwise, the sequence of events was as follows: the
observer sat in a windowless unlit room 120 cm from
the display and ﬁxated a cross shown in the center of the
display. The attention-instruction image appeared for
150 ms. During the following 450 ms the red-green
grating continuously faded into a completely gray
background which then remained unchanged for 200
ms. Then a 12 · 12 array of disks appeared for 150 ms.
150 ms was chosen to eliminate the possibility of an
observer making a useful eye movements during the time
the display was visible. See Fig. 1(d) for a schematic
representation of a single trial of one attention condi-
tion.
The observer’s task was to search the attended loca-
tions for the larger white disk. After the 150 ms pre-
sentation of the disk array, the response grid appeared
and remained on until the observer responded. Re-
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location was indicated. Row and column responses were
entered using the following key presses: ‘s’, ‘d’, ‘f’, ‘j’, ‘k’,
and ‘l’ indicated rows/columns 1 through 6, respectively;
‘w’, ‘e’, ‘r’, ‘u’, ‘i’, and ‘o’ indicated rows/columns 7
through 12, respectively.3. Experiment 1: Attention modulation transfer function,
excluding false-target crowding
3.1. Main goals
In Experiment 1, observers performed the task de-
scribed in Section 2. A priori, we expect, and propose to
measure, a decline in performance with an increase in
the spatial frequency of the attention cue. This is an
inevitable consequence of a decreased amplitude of
attentional modulation as the spatial frequency of the
requested distribution of attention increases. Addition-
ally, we expect and propose to measure the performance
decline with an increase in target eccentricity, due to
reduced acuity in the periphery as compared to central
vision. A performance advantage along the horizontal
dimension of the display is also anticipated, consistent
with many studies showing that performance in many
tasks declines more slowly with eccentricity along the
horizontal as compared with the vertical dimension of
the visual ﬁeld (e.g., Awh & Pashler, 2000; Carrasco,
Talgar, & Cameron, 2001).
3.2. False-target crowding
The more false targets there are, and the closer they
are to the real target, the worse we expect detection
performance to be. Our goal is to study spatial attention
per se, and we use false targets only to force spatial
attention to mold itself to the requested attention dis-
tribution. Therefore, it is necessary to determine to what
extent the presence of the false targets themselves (false-
target crowding) perturbs our estimate of the distribu-
tion of attention.
3.3. Identical stimuli, diﬀerent attention instructions
To estimate the inﬂuence of false-target crowding,
occasional one-false-target trials (stimuli with only one
false target instead of 10) are––unbeknownst to the
observers––embedded in a series of stimuli with ten false
targets. In a ten-false-target trial, at high spatial fre-
quencies false targets are closer on average to targets
than at lower spatial frequencies. By presenting identical
one-false-target stimulus matrices with diﬀerent atten-
tion instructions, the eﬀect of the spatial frequency of
the attention instructions can be determined absolutely.
Additionally, we can measure the eﬀect of false-targetcrowding. Indeed, by systematically varying the row-
separation of the false target from the target in one-
false-target trials, the eﬀect on performance of the
distance between a false and a real target can be spe-
ciﬁcally investigated. It is worth iterating that the one-
false-target trials allow the presentation of the identical
stimulus while varying only the attention conditions––
the classical approach to the measurement of attention
(Sperling & Dosher, 1986).
For the one-false-target trials, it is hypothesized that
within a particular target/false-target conﬁguration,
performance will decline with an increase in spatial
frequency of the attention instructions. This would
indicate that the decline in performance with an increase
in spatial frequency cannot be explained by the eﬀect of
false-target crowding. It also is expected that ten-false-
target trials will result in a lower accuracy than similar
one-false-target trials due to the increased interference
of nine additional false targets resulting from incomplete
suppression of the unattended regions. Additionally, the
diﬀerence between the ten-false-target and one-false-
target trials should increase with increasing spatial
frequency of the requested attention distribution. We
expect this interaction because, on the average, high
spatial frequencies of the attend/not-attend grid permit




Three observers ran the experiment with embedded
false-targets and three observers ran the experiment
without embedded false-targets. All subjects had normal
vision and were graduate and undergraduate students in
the Cognitive Sciences/Psychology Departments at UCI.
All but CT and JG were naive to the purposes of the
study.
3.4.2. Stimuli
One part of Experiment 1 consists of ten-false-target
trials as described in Section 2. In another phase of
Experiment 1, trials containing only one-false-target
were added. The one-false-target trials varied along two
dimensions: ﬁrst, the attention condition, and second,
the stimulus conﬁguration––the number of rows or
columns in between the target and the false target (called
‘‘row separation’’). In Fig. 1(c), two examples of one-
false-target stimuli are depicted––a target to false target
separation of four rows, and a separation of two rows.
Six row separation values were used, 1–6. The aver-
age Euclidean distance separation corresponding to
these in degrees of visual angle are 5.4, 5.8, 6.4, 7.1,
7.8, and 8.6. Because the expected spacing between
disks is approximately 1.0, these distances also repre-
sent the target to false target separations in terms of the
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it was not possible to combine all attention conditions
with all separation values.
A sample of each of the 1440 possible conditions of
the ten-false-target trials and each of the 296 one-false-
target trial conﬁgurations were presented once in a
randomized order. 17% of the trials were one-false-tar-
get trials.
3.4.3. Procedure
The procedure followed that described in Section 2.
Observers were not told about the presence of one-false-
target trials.
3.5. Results
A total of three observers completed Experiment 1
with one-false-target trials. Fig. 2(a) plots accuracy
against attention condition for the ten-false-target trials,
in both the horizontal and vertical conditions. The
graphing conventions established here hold for the rest
of the experiments when applicable.
Chance is deﬁned as the probability of being scored
as correct when the target location is chosen at random
from among the attended locations. Because locations
adjacent to the target are counted as correct when theyFig. 2. (a) Accuracy by attention condition for three observers. Dashed lin
attention conditions. Open circles to the far left represent the horizontally
represent the vertically oriented ATT1;p=2 condition. Diamonds represent t
leftmost triangles represent the averages, for each color phase, of the three da
Dots indicate chance performance. (b) Accuracy by target location for thr
regions deﬁned by contours indicate the lower bound of proportion correct w
0.4, and 0.2 proportion correct.fall in the attended area, chance performance diﬀers
slightly for each condition. These values are indicated by
individual dots on the bottom of the ﬁgure.
The results show that as the spatial frequency of the
attention-instruction image increases, accuracy de-
creases.
Fig. 2(b) plots accuracy at each target location for the
ten-false-target trials, collapsed across attention condi-
tion. For example, the upper left corner indicates per-
formance on all trials in which the target appeared in
row 1, column 1 of the display. Performance is best in
the center of the display (around ﬁxation) and falls oﬀ as
the distance from ﬁxation increases. Accuracy generally
falls oﬀ slightly more quickly in the vertical direction
than in the horizontal.
Results for three other observers who ran the exper-
iment without the one-false-target trials follow a very
similar pattern. See Fig. 10 for these data. However,
with respect to the 144-location plot in Fig. 2(b), one of
these three extra observers showed a performance pat-
tern consistent with a shifted point of ﬁxation. Her
performance by target location was similar to all other
observers, but the peak was shifted upward and to the
left by about two rows and columns.
Fig. 3(a) shows data for the one-false-target trials
with data for the ten-false-target trials (from Fig. 2)e connects horizontal attention conditions, solid line connects vertical
oriented ATT1;p=2 condition for both color phases, while ﬁlled circles
he horizontal and vertical conditions for the ATT1;0 condition. Two
ta points for ATT1. Error bars represent the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
ee observers, averaged over all attention conditions. Digits inside the
ithin that region. Contours are drawn at the boundaries of 0.9, 0.8, 0.6,
Fig. 3. (a) Performance across attention conditions as a function of target to false target separation. For reference, solid and dashed lines with closed
circles indicate performance on ten-false-target trials (taken from Fig. 2a). All other lines indicate performance on one-false-target trials with a
separate line for each separation value: 6-point stars¼ 1, squares¼ 2, leftward triangles¼ 3, diamonds¼ 4, rightward triangles¼ 5, 5-point stars¼ 6.
It was not possible to measure all separation values in all attention conditions. Dots indicate chance accuracy. (b) Accuracy by target to false target
separation value for each attention condition: stars¼ATT1;0, squares¼ATT1;p=2, leftward triangles¼ATT2, diamonds¼ATT3, and rightward
triangles¼ATT4. Dots indicate chance accuracy.
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each data point represents performance at a particular
target to false target separation value for a particular
attention condition averaged over both orientations.
Each line plots the performance averaged over the
attention conditions for one of the six row-separation
values. For all six separation values, there is a clear
trend of declining performance with an increase in
spatial frequency. For all but a few conditions, perfor-
mance on the ten-false-target trials is worse than on the
one-false-target trials.
Fig. 3(b) depicts data for the one-false-target trials
only. In this ﬁgure, each line plots the performance
within one attention condition across the six separation
values. There is no consistent pattern across the sepa-
ration values. Within some attention conditions (e.g., JS
ATT2 or SL ATT4) proportion correct increases with an
increase in separation value. Within other attention
conditions (e.g., JG ATT2) accuracy tends to decrease
with an increase in separation value. In still others (e.g.,
JG ATT4 or JS ATT1;0) there is no clear pattern to the
variations in accuracy with an increase in separation
value. This may be due to the fact that average
Euclidean distance from target to false-target varies only
by a factor of 1.6 as the row separation varies from 1 to
6. However, there is a clear and consistent decrease in
proportion correct with an increase in spatial frequency
of the attention condition, and this occurs even in theone-false-target trials in which identically conﬁgured
displays are viewed in all attention conditions.
3.6. Discussion
Spatial low-pass ﬁlter. Performance declines with an
increase in the spatial frequency of the attention cue.
This pattern of performance is consistent with a ‘‘low-
pass ﬁlter’’ of attention; as the spatial frequency of the
attention distribution required increases, the modula-
tion of attention decreases. This means that at the lower
spatial frequencies, the attention modulation between
attended and unattended locations is relatively high.
Due to this high modulation, information in attended
regions is strongly enhanced while the information in
unattended regions is strongly suppressed or ignored,
and detection performance is very good. As the spatial
frequency of the requested attention distribution in-
creases, the enhancement of attended areas and the
suppression of unattended areas are both reduced,
resulting in little diﬀerence between the attended and
unattended regions, and therefore a lower detection
accuracy.
Number of locations versus Fourier theory. This
experiment and those that follow do not speciﬁcally deal
with number of locations, a traditional variable of
interest in the study of spatial attention. The problem
with number of locations as an explanatory variable is
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locations, A and B, are connected by a thin channel C,
do they then become one location or three locations, A,
B, and C? Are all one-location or all three-location
spatial conﬁgurations equally diﬃcult to attend? How
can one characterize these diﬀerences?
The problem with locations as an explanatory vari-
able is that there is no formal theory of locations that
would enable one to predict the attention response to
the vast universe of diﬀerent conﬁgurations of attention
that might be requested. The advantage of Fourier
theory is that once the attentional response to every
frequency of spatial sine wave (of requested spatial
attention) is known, the attentional response to any
arbitrary requested conﬁguration can be computed. Of
course, there is no a priori guarantee that this linear
systems approach to a comprehensive theory of spatial
attention theory will be successful. But, the experiments
described here form the foundation for such an ap-
proach and for subsequent tests of its adequacy.
Even if a theoretical approach to spatial attention
based on number of locations were ultimately necessary,
the Fourier theory would still be needed to describe the
ability of attention to conform itself to the requested
distribution at each location. We will show below that
an attention theory based on a single attentional process
that can mold itself (subject to spatial frequency con-
straints) to the requested distributions of attention
(which involve from 1 to 6 attended locations) gives an
excellent account of the data from the experiments de-
scribed herein.
Eccentricity. The observed fall-oﬀ in accuracy with an
increase in target eccentricity is consistent with the well-
known fall-oﬀ in acuity with increasing eccentricity.
Targets that fall further from ﬁxation are more diﬃcult
to distinguish from distractors than are those falling
near ﬁxation. As expected, the fall-oﬀ is somewhat faster
along the vertical dimension than along the horizontal.
A general model of spatial attention must take this
particular limitation of the visual system into account.
One-false-target trials. Within the one-false-target
trials, observations on stimuli with identical target to
false target separations can be compared under diﬀerent
attention conditions. Within trials with identically con-
ﬁgured stimuli, the data show a consistent decline in
accuracy with the increasing spatial frequency of the
attention condition. This provides direct evidence that
the patterns observed in the data from ten-false-target
trials can be attributed at least in part to the increase in
spatial frequency, independent of the target to false
target separation.
The number of false targets present does aﬀect per-
formance, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The data from ten-
false-target trials fall consistently below those from the
one-false-target trials, except perhaps for subject JG in
the case of a separation value of six. At the separationvalue of six, the average eccentricities of the target and
false target are necessarily greater in the one-false-target
than in the ten-false-target stimuli. This increase in
average eccentricity with decrease in number of targets
at high spatial frequencies may account for the apparent
paradox (of improved performance with more false
targets).
In Fig. 3(b) there is no consistent relationship be-
tween the separation value and performance. If, for in-
stance, increased separation between the target and false
target resulted in increased proportion correct, then
each line in this Fig. 3(b) (representing a particular
attention condition) would have a positive slope. If in-
creased separation resulted in decreased proportion
correct, each line would have a negative slope. As can
clearly be seen, there are instances of positive, negative,
and close-to-zero slopes. What is evident in Fig. 3(a) and
(b) is that proportion correct decreases with an increase
in the spatial frequency of the attention condition. This
is evidenced in Fig. 3(b) by the order of the separate
lines on the graph. The line depicting performance for
ATT1;0 has generally the highest proportion correct,
while that for ATT4 has the lowest.
Consistent with the many previous ﬁndings described
above, there are clear costs of distributing attention in
such a way that suppression of intervening regions is
required. The higher the spatial frequency of the re-
quested attention distribution, the poorer the perfor-
mance.4. Experiment 2: Foreperiod
The previous experiment varied the precise form of
the requested distribution of spatial attention. However,
attention experiments typically compare results from an
active state of attention with those from a neutral state
of attention in order to illustrate the presence of atten-
tional factors. In Experiment 1, there was only one type
of attentional state, namely an active state (attend to a
particular spatial conﬁguration). The neutral state of
attention was not utilized. Comparison to a neutral state
is needed to estimate a component of attention that
might be common to all the requested attentional dis-
tributions of Experiment 1.
Another issue that cannot be directly addressed by
data of Experiment 1 is that of the level of processing at
which attentional selection occurs. For example, al-
though it seems obvious to observers that attentional
selection occurs at an early level––they are unaware of
most distractors––it nevertheless might be argued that
attentional selection occurs at a high level of processing.
A priori, it might be possible for observers to record all
the relevant information from the display in an iconic
and/or short term memory and then to ﬁnd the target––
Fig. 4. Accuracy as a function of foreperiod. Panels (a)–(c) show
diﬀerent observers. The ordinate is the proportion of correct target
detections. The abscissa represents the attention condition, averaged
over vertical and horizontal and over all phases. The curve parameter
is the cue foreperiod. Dashed lines indicate the extreme foreperiods:
earliest precue (1 s) and the post-cue. Dots indicate chance perfor-
mance. Error bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals. Panel (d) depicts
performance, collapsed across all observers, for ATT1 and ATT2. The
horizontal line indicates chance.
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coexist––by a memory search.
In Experiment 2 foreperiod (the time from the onset
of the attention-instruction image to the search array
onset) is varied. This will enable comparison of (1)
neutral versus speciﬁc attention states and (2) an eval-
uation of early versus late attentional selection. The
foreperiod variation includes a post-cue condition in
which the attention-instruction image appears after the
search array. In the case of early attentional selection,
the performance with a post-cue will be vastly inferior to
performance with a pre-cue. In the case of late selection,
a post-cue immediately after the search array should still
enable good performance.
Insofar as there is early attentional selection, we ex-
pect that, as the duration of the foreperiod increases,
performance will improve up to some limiting time.
Improvement in performance with the same stimulus
conﬁguration but with a longer foreperiod results from
the increased time to prepare to process information at
the to-be-attended locations (post-cue time variations
enable estimates of forgetting). In either case, the later
the attentional-instruction image relative to the search
array, the less time there is to prepare, and the lower is
the expected accuracy of target detection. A systematic
increase in accuracy with increased foreperiod would
provide the traditional evidence of two distinct atten-
tional states with exactly the same stimulus, as well as
insight into the time course of the switch from a neutral
to a spatially conﬁgured attention state. The time course
of spatial-attention preparation, which is inferred from
the foreperiod manipulation, can then be compared with




Three observers participated, two of whom are
common to Experiment 1.
4.1.2. Stimuli and procedure
The stimulus conﬁguration and procedure were as
described in Section 2, with the exception of the fore-
period between onset of the attention-instruction image
and the search array.
On any given pre-cue trial, the sequence of events was
as follows: The attention instruction appeared for a
randomly selected foreperiod of either 17, 167, 333, or
1000 ms. The attention-instruction image remained on
during most of the foreperiod to mitigate possible for-
getting of the instruction. The pre-cue was followed by a
uniformly gray display for 17 ms. The fading interval of
Experiment 1 was not included because it would have
prevented the use of short foreperiods. After the 17 ms
blank interval, a 12 · 12 array of disks appeared for 150ms followed immediately by the response grid which
remained on until the observer typed on a keyboard the
row and column location of the target and his or her
conﬁdence in the response.
The post-cue trials diﬀered only in order of presen-
tation. The search array appeared ﬁrst, for 150 ms,
followed by a gray interval for 17 ms, followed by the
attention instructions which remained on for 333 ms.
333 ms was chosen as the post-cue foreperiod based on
pilot studies which indicated that at 333 ms performance
had essentially reached asymptote.4.2. Results
Three observers completed this task. The ﬁrst three
panels in Fig. 4 plot accuracy versus attention condition
for each of the attention instruction foreperiods, col-
lapsed across the vertical and horizontal conditions for
each observer. There are 1250 observations for each
observer, for a total of 50 observations per data point.
The dashed lines indicate the two most extreme condi-
tions: the post-cue condition and the condition in which
the pre-cue was presented for 1000 ms. As the spatial
frequency of the attention condition increases, accuracy
decreases. Additionally, the proportion of correct
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increases, up to 350 ms.
As expected, performance varies enormously with
foreperiod. Overall, performance is worst for the post-
cue condition and almost as bad for the 17 ms cue (30
ms foreperiod). Performance systematically improves
with increased foreperiod, until the attention instruc-
tions are presented for 333 ms (350 ms foreperiod). A
further increase of the foreperiod to 1 s provides insig-
niﬁcantly increased accuracy. Nearly all of the
improvement in performance occurs between foreperi-
ods 30 and 350 ms.
The last panel of Fig. 4 shows this change in per-
formance with change in foreperiod averaged across all
observers, for ATT1 and ATT2. The graph shows a fall-
oﬀ in performance as the foreperiod moves from 1 s
before the search array to 333 ms after the search array.
4.3. Discussion
The results provide clear evidence of two distinct
attentional states––a state in which attention is spatially
conﬁgured to conform to the attention-instruction
image, and a neutral attentional state in which the ob-
server perceptually processes the stimulus without
knowing in which locations the target may and may not
occur. That is, in the post-cue condition, observers do
not have information that would allow them to prepare
spatial attention, and therefore they are in a neutral state
when the search array is presented. With a post-cue,
performance is enormously worse than with a pre-cue.
Any correct post-cue responses cannot be based on early
attentional selection; therefore the post-cue performance
represents a baseline of performance against which fore-
periods of pre-cues can be compared to determine the
beneﬁts of attention.
The large improvement in performance between fore-
periods of 350 and 30 ms is similar to the preparation
times for attention found in the literature (for reviews
see Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995; Shih & Sperling,
2002). With respect to the issue raised in the introduc-
tion of comparing two kinds of attentional states (neu-
tral and spatially conﬁgured) with the same stimuli, the
data provide indisputable evidence of multiple attention
states (neutral, versus prepared for one of the 10 possi-
ble spatial conﬁgurations).
In addition, the data from the post-cue condition
help to distinguish between an early, perceptual atten-
tion process and a late attentional process involving
short-term memory. That is, one may be concerned that
task performance depends not on attention to the
to-be-attended stripes, but rather on a memory of the
stimulus. While the question of ‘‘levels of processing’’
(early versus late) cannot be completely clariﬁed here,
the poor post-cue performance indicates that observers
are not searching their memory of the search arrayafter the attention instructions have been received.
Speciﬁcally, in the post-cue condition, the search array
appears before the attention instructions although with
the same duration as in Experiment 1. This allows the
same processing time for each display but does not
allow for any conformation of attention to particular
locations prior to the presentation of the search arrays.
Not only was performance in this post-cue condition
extremely poor, the attention cue must preceed the
target stimulus by 167 ms to acheive the major beneﬁt
of attention. As in many other attention tasks that in-
volve spatial attention, perceptual preparation well in
advance of stimulus presentation is essential for good
performance.5. Experiment 3: Retinal, cortical, or object coordinates
for attention?
In all previous experiments, the viewing distance was
ﬁxed at 120 cm, and the attention instructions were
described in terms of their spatial frequency. However, it
has not yet been demonstrated whether it is the absolute
or the relative ‘‘object-based’’ spatial frequency which is
important. This is an important issue because it con-
cerns the level of processing at which spatial attention
control signals are generated (as opposed to the level of
processing at which they take eﬀect).
A priori, we expect that the decision about where to
attend is a high-level process. Even when, in our
experiments, the to-be-attended locations are repre-
sented as colored areas in a spatial array that conforms
exactly to the search stimulus, attentional control is
image based. For example, Parish and Sperling (1991)
found that letter detection in noise was object depen-
dent. That is, letter identiﬁcation accuracy was com-
pletely independent of retinal spatial frequency over a
13:1 range of frequencies (generated by varying the
viewing distance 13:1). In this experiment, spatial fre-
quency is varied by halving the viewing distance of the
search task to 60 cm. Halving the viewing distance
halves all the spatial frequencies in the experiment. If
the spatial attention were frequency dependent, on a
graph of performance versus log frequency (somewhat
similar to Fig. 2(a)), halving the spatial frequencies
would be expected to shift all the data to the left by
logð2Þ.
Retinal inhomogeneity and possible attentional
inhomogeneity as a function of eccentricity represent
complications to a theory of attention. However, the
model to be presented below enables us to separate
acuity and attentional components of performance. The
data from Experiment 3, in which spatial frequency is
varied, provide a foundation for approaching the issue
of object versus retina-based scaling of attention.
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5.1.1. Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli were identical to those described in Sec-
tion 2, except for the change in retinal image size when
the viewing distance was halved to 60 cm. The new
stimulus measurements are provided below.
At 60 cm viewing distance, the display was 25 · 25
degrees of visual angle squared. The attention instruc-
tion image was of four spatial frequencies: 0.16, 0.24,
0.48 and 0.96 cpd. The target and false targets sub-
tended 0.68 degrees of visual angle and the distractors
subtended 0.45 degrees of visual angle. The distance
from the center of one disk to the center of an adjacent
disk was approximately 2. The amount of jitter along
each dimension for each dot was chosen from a uniform
distribution with minimum )0.6 and maximum 0.6. At
the 120 cm viewing distance, stimulus measurements
were as in Experiments 1 and 2.
For observer JG, the data for a viewing distance of
120 cm were data from Experiment 1 that were obtained
without one-false-target trials. For AH and CST,
observers completed 864 trials at both 120 cm and 60 cm
viewing distance. CST trained and completed the ﬁrst
864 trials at 120 cm, while AH trained and completed
the ﬁrst 864 trials at 60 cm. Observers then completed
864 trials at the other viewing distance. Other proce-
dural aspects of the experiment were conducted as de-
scribed in Section 2.5.2. Results
Three observers completed this task. Fig. 5 plots
accuracy against attention condition for the horizontal
and vertical conditions. To prevent clutter in Fig. 5, only
the performance averaged over all phases of each
attention spatial frequency is plotted. The performance
on each of the conditions (and subconditions not shown
separately) was similar to that of the earlier experiments.
Basically, as the spatial frequency of the attention con-
dition increases, accuracy decreases.Fig. 5. Accuracy for each of the attention conditions at viewing distances of 6
line is 60 cm viewing distance, thick line is 120 cm. Dots indicate chance. EThe change in viewing distance did not change per-
formance in any substantial or systematic way. Perfor-
mance is nearly identical even with a halving of the
viewing distance, indicating scaling across a wide range
of frequencies. This is similar to the scaling in the letter
identiﬁcation task of Parish and Sperling (1991) cited
above. Additionally, there is no indication that training
at 120 cm versus 60 cm viewing distance had a signiﬁ-
cant eﬀect on performance.5.3. Discussion
As seen in Fig. 5, performance did not substantially
change with a change in viewing distance. This pattern
of results suggests that the distribution of spatial
attention may be better understood in terms of ‘‘object
based’’ spatial frequency. rather than retinal spatial
frequency. However, alternative interpretations are
possible, so a resolution of the object versus retinal
frequency issue must await a formal statement and
testing of the alternatives.6. Experiment 4: Attentionally-cued conjunction search
In a conjunction search task, an observer must ﬁnd a
target deﬁned jointly by two attributes, e.g., large and
red, in the presence of distractors that are large
and green, small and red, and small and green. There is
a close conceptual similarity between the attention-
deﬁned search studied in Experiments 1–3 and con-
junction search. In our attention experiments, observers
searched for a target that was deﬁned by large and at-
tended, in the presence of false targets that were large
and unattended, and distractors that were small and
attended and small and unattended. In terms of neural
circuitry, very similar anatomical structures could serve
attention-deﬁned search and conjunction search.
Experiment 4 examines a novel attentionally-cued vari-
ant of conjunction search.0 and 120 cm. Dashed line is horizontal condition, solid is vertical. Thin
rror bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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search and conjunction search, the search task was al-
tered so that the attention-instruction image remained
on during the exposure of the search array. When the
red-green attention-instruction image remains on (in-
stead of turning oﬀ as in Experiments 1–3) and is
superimposed on the search array, the task becomes a
conjunction search during the period in which the red-
green and search arrays are visible simultaneously. The
attributes of disk size and of the color surrounding the
disk now deﬁne the target. The task becomes an atten-
tionally-cued conjunction search when the attention-
instruction image precedes the search image. We expect
that performance in Experiment 4 will be better than in
the previous experiments. The addition of the color to
the search array itself can strengthen the attentional
discrimination between to-be-attended and unattended
areas that has been established by the prior attention-
instruction image.Fig. 6. (a) Accuracy by attention condition for four observers in
attention-cued conjunction search. Dashed lines correspond to the
horizontal condition and solid lines to the vertical. Dots indicate
chance accuracy. Error bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals. (b)
Relative improvement in performance for two observers in the atten-
tion cued conjunction task as compared to the attention task without
the conjunction search.6.1. Methods
6.1.1. Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli and procedure are identical to those de-
scribed in 2, with one exception. The attention-instruc-
tion image does not fade out but remains on
continuously throughout the exposure of the search
array and the response grid. The colors of the attention-
instruction image were chosen to be approximately
isoluminous with the gray background of Experiments
1–3. In this way, the luminance contrast between the
disks and the background remained unchanged with the
addition of color, thereby leaving the intrinsic diﬃculty
of target discrimination in Experiment 4 equal to that in
Experiments 1–3.6.2. Results
Four observers completed this experiment. Results
are qualitatively very similar to those of Experiment 1.
Conjunctions search accuracy versus attention condition
is displayed in Fig. 6(a). As the spatial frequency of the
attention condition increases, accuracy decreases. As in
Experiment 1, accuracy is slightly higher in the hori-
zontal condition, especially for the lower spatial fre-
quency conditions. Additionally, accuracy falls oﬀ more
quickly in the vertical direction than in the horizontal.
Not shown here, but as in Experiment 1, performance is
best in the center of the display (at ﬁxation) and falls oﬀ
as the distance from ﬁxation increases. Unlike Experi-
ment 1, performance was better in the lower visual ﬁeld
than in the upper visual ﬁeld.
Fig. 6(b) displays the relative improvement in search
accuracy in attention-cued conjunction search compared
to pure attention-cued search in Experiment 1. As thespatial frequency increases, there is a larger relative
improvement in performance.6.3. Discussion
When both the attention instructions and the search
array are present, the observer can perform the task as a
conjunction search with the two features of color and
size. Comparing performance from the current experi-
ment with that of Experiment 1, it is clear that perfor-
mance improved when the color that deﬁnes an attended
location was present during the display itself. This
indicates that observers did indeed perform the con-
junction task.
It is of interest that the performance in attention-cued
conjunction search was qualitatively similar to perfor-
mance in the attention tasks above. Following from this
similarity, the model developed below will treat atten-
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conjunction search.
The greatest beneﬁt in attention-cued conjunction
search relative to attention search was achieved in the
most diﬃcult condition––the highest spatial frequency
of the attention/conjunction grating. In this condition,
accuracy nearly doubles, whereas it improves by less
than 10% in the easiest condition. This suggests that the
feature map for color has a higher resolution than the
attention control process.7. Experiment 5: Internal noise via double-pass
Below, we propose a model of visual search. In a
deterministic model, when the model performs the same
trial twice, or better, the same sequence of trials twice,
the predicted response will be exactly the same. We
know that this never happens in human threshold per-
formance. We propose to represent such indeterminacy
in the model by internal noise. A double-pass method is
used to estimate internal noise (Burgess & Colborne,
1988). The same observer performs precisely the same
sequence of trials in two diﬀerent sessions.Fig. 7. Double-pass results. Two observers, JG and CT, completed two runs
the left and the second run is on the right. JG completed 1440 trials, and C
indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals.7.1. Methods
7.1.1. Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli and procedure are identical to those de-
scribed in Section 2. Two observers participated in this
experiment. Two observers (JG and CT) performed se-
quences of 1440 and 576 trials, respectively, that were
identical to the sequences viewed in Experiment 1.
Stimuli were exactly identical in every respect including
for example, the jittering of each dot’s position.7.2. Results
As shown in Fig. 7, the general pattern of results from
two identical sequences of trials is similar but obviously
not identical. On a trial-by-trial basis, the observers’
responses agreed in the sense of being scored correct or
incorrect on 76% of trials (78% for JG, and 72% for
CT).7.3. Discussion
Overall, on 76% of trials the observer’s response was
the same for both instances of the trial (either correctwith exactly the same stimuli in the same sequence. The ﬁrst run is on
T completed 576 trials. Dots indicate chance performance. Error bars
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performance of the observer, this 76% serves as an
upper bound on the predicted trial-to-trial correspon-
dence between the model and data. This measure
of internal noise does not distinguish between sensory
noise, variable fatigue, occasional inattention, typing
errors, and all other sources of trial–retrial discrepancy.8. Model of the spatial distribution of visual attention:
General framework
The framework of the model is the attentional mod-
ulation (by multiplication) of the input stimulus before it
arrives at a decision stage (Reeves & Sperling, 1986).
Such a process or framework, depicted in Fig. 8, is not
unique to this work. It is a general framework that has
been used to describe many diﬀerent types of atten-
tionally modulated visual information processing (for a
review, see Shih & Sperling, 2002).
It is useful to conceptualize the search stimulus and
the attention instruction as being processed by two
streams although, obviously, much of the early pro-
cessing is similar in both streams. The search stimulus
is processed in a to-be-attended stream and the atten-
tion-instruction image is processed in an attention-
control stream. After the search stimulus enters the
system, it is represented in visual sensorymemory (VSM).
The VSM representation is acquired very quickly.Fig. 8. General framework for attentionally-modulated information process
(upper stream) enters visual sensory memory (VSM) and, when it turns oﬀ, b
by acuity which decreases with eccentricity (as described by the concentric ell
cue interpretation time s, it generates a space–time attention function that m
their spatial and temporal neighborhoods and compared with the target disk
element. Element strength is determined by stimulus size, by acuity and by h
strengths and the decision stage selects the location with the greatest elemenOnce the stimulus is turned oﬀ, the VSM representa-
tion decays with a longer time constant. The search
stimulus is also perturbed by acuity constraints inherent
to the visual system. As distance from ﬁxation increases,
acuity decreases; this decrease is somewhat slower
along the horizontal than along the vertical dimen-
sion. The temporally and spatially modiﬁed search
stimulus is then multiplied by the spatial attention
pattern.
The attention-control stream interprets the attention-
instruction image and generates the spatial attention
modulation function (spatial attention pattern). Cue
interpretation (determining what spatial attention pat-
tern to generate) takes a period of time, s, of about 50
ms. Following cue interpretation, an attention modula-
tion function is generated quickly, reaching its maxi-
mum level in about 300 ms and sustaining this level until
the search stimulus has been processed.
The output of the acuity function in the to-be-at-
tended search stimulus path is multiplied by the output
of the attention-control path. The information about
each stimulus element (a disk in these experiments) is
integrated over its space–time neighborhood and com-
pared to the template of the target disk to arrive at the
element strength. To this, internal noise is added, and
the decision stage selects the location with the strongest
element strength. This general outline must now be ﬁlled
in with the model computations that are carried out at
each stage.ing. There are two processing streams. The stimulus to be modulated
egins to decay exponentially. The quality of information is constrained
ipses). The attention cue is processed in the lower pathway and, after a
ultiplies the stimulus stream. Stimulus components are integrated over
template to produce internal strength representation for each stimulus
ow much attention it has received. Internal noise is added to element
t strength.
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The more detailed model of Fig. 9 shows the basic
computational structure. The input search array is acted
on by three strength maps (acuity-, attention-, and
conjunction feature-strength) to produce an element
strength for each stimulus disk. Strength maps (to be
described below) are encoded as 12 · 12 matrices of
values. After internal noise is added, the decision stage
selects the location (row and column) with the highest
element strength as the ﬁrst candidate response.
The ﬁrst strength map is a representation of the
stimulus input. Namely, locations which contain objects
with features consistent with the target are assigned a
higher strength (T ) than those locations with features
inconsistent with the target (D). Thus, the stimulus input
map is a 12 · 12 matrix, where each cell has a value of
either D or T . In the current experiments, this map could
be said to be based on a bottom-up saliency derived
entirely from integrated local luminance because the
targets are larger than the distractors. One can easily
conceive of situations in which target identiﬁcation re-
quires more complicated operations or more top-down
processing.
The second strength map is a representation of at-
tended and unattended regions. The decrease in pro-
portion correct with an increase in spatial frequency of
the attention instruction observed in all the experimentsFig. 9. (a) Structure of the model and its parameters. Each stage is a 12 · 12 s
false target locations and lower at distractor D locations. Acuity is highest at
along the horizontal (relevant parameters: a, b, and c). The attention map
locations (fall-oﬀ rate r of the spatial attention modulation function as a fun
map is simply the location-by-location product of the stimulus with the acuit
noise. The decision stage selects one location as the response. (b) Structure of
identical to that of (a) except that in this case the attention instructions rem
color map adds to the attention map.reported here is suggestive of a low-pass attention
modulation transfer function. As the spatial frequency
of the attention instruction increases, the amplitude of
attention modulation decreases. In other words, in
conditions where there are many narrow stripes there
will be less attention allocated to attended areas and less
suppression of information in unattended areas than in
conditions where there are only a few wide stripes.
Linear systems analysis was employed to model such
an attention modulation transfer function, using the
sum of sinusoidal components to construct a distribu-
tion for each of the ﬁve attention instructions. The
amplitude of each of the harmonics in the sum is deter-
mined by an attention modulation transfer function
which takes the form of an exponential decay function,
Aðf Þ ¼ erf , where A is the amplitude of that harmonic,
r is the rate of fall-oﬀ, and f is a spatial frequency.
Fourier theory provides a well-deﬁned foundation on
which to build this model.
For each attention condition the number of har-
monics included beyond the fundamental frequency is
determined by the number of possible target locations
within one row or column of each region (e.g., for
ATT4, only the fundamental frequency is included in
the calculation because there is only one possible tar-
get location within a row or column of each region,
while for ATT1;0, the third, ﬁfth, seventh, ninth, and
eleventh harmonics are also included because there aretrength map. The stimulus input map values are higher at target T and
ﬁxation, and diminishes as eccentricity increases with a slower decrease
strengths are higher at attended locations and lower at unattended
ction of spatial frequency, indicated by concentric circles). The output
y function the attention modulation map, plus the addition of internal
the model with the addition of the color information. The structure is
ain on during the search. The additional information available via the
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each region). Although all the relevant harmonics are
included, the higher frequency harmonics will have
negligibly small amplitudes.
To avoid inconvenient complications of negative
values, a positive constant 1.0 is added to each attention
function described above. Because only the diﬀerences
between target, false target, and distractor strengths
matter in this model, an added constant has no eﬀect on
model predictions.
The speciﬁc formulas are























ð4ÞATT4ðxÞ ¼ 1þ erf5 sin f52px ð5Þ
where f1 ¼ f2 ¼ 1 cpi, f3 ¼ 2 cpi, f4 ¼ 4 cpi, and f5 ¼ 6
cpi; cpi is cycles per image.
The third strength map describes the change in acuity
with a change in location. The data indicate a clear
decrease in proportion correct with an increase in the
eccentricity of the target, consistent with decreased vi-
sual acuity with increased eccentricity. Here we use
‘‘acuity’’ as a abbreviation for ‘‘density of processing
resources per square degree of visual angle’’ which is
what determines visual acuity (except possibly in the
central fovea). This aspect of the data (which results
from known early limitations of the visual system) is
modelled by using a modiﬁcation of the derivative of the
V1 cortical magniﬁcation function logðzþ aÞ (Schwartz,
1984). The function used here is






where a determines the degree to which acuity diﬀers
along the horizontal versus the vertical, b determines the
function’s behavior at zero, and c controls the rate of
fall-oﬀ in acuity as eccentricity increases. The parameter
c is important here because some researchers (e.g., Ste-
vens, 2002) report that acuity does not decline as rapidly
as would be expected by the cortical magniﬁcation
function.The ﬁnal strength map is calculated by multiplying
the strength from each of the previous three maps at
each location, resulting in a 12 · 12 matrix of strength
values.
Up to this point the model is completely determinis-
tic; given the same stimulus, the model will always
produce the same response. The human observer will
not. As estimated in Experiment 6, 76% of observer
responses corresponded (i.e., the observer was either
correct or incorrect on both presentations of the trial).
For any model that matches the average performance
of the observer, this 76% serves as an upper bound on
the predicted trial-to-trial correspondence between the
model and data. To model response variability, inde-
pendent normally distributed noise with mean 0 and
standard deviation rn is added to each of the 144 loca-
tions in the ﬁnal strength map.
The decision phase of the model, with rare exceptions
to be described below, selects the location with the
highest strength as the target location. However,
according to observer reports, there are trials in which
the ﬁrst choice for a target location in the search array is
known to be in an unattended region. On these trials,
observers report choosing one of three strategies. If the
initial candidate location is close to an attended region,
they select a nearby attended location as the response.
Or, they may select a second location that they suspect
may have contained the target. Otherwise, they report
choosing ‘‘at random’’ another location from the at-
tended regions. Observers report this happening rarely,
but noticeably. In the model, such a higher level cog-
nitive ‘‘veto’’ mechanism (corresponding to the sub-
jective experience of which is described above) is
assumed to operate after the initial selection of the
location with highest strength.
Given this idea of a veto mechanism, why does the
observer not do away with the attempt to suppress or
attend speciﬁc regions, and simply perform a compari-
son of each target or false target location with the
attention instructions and select the one which falls on
an attended location? The answer is straightforward:
observers are able to maintain only very few locations in
memory for suﬃcient time to complete the comparison.
Observer reports indicate that remembering the location
of two target/false target items is feasible, but nothing
much beyond this is available in the response phase. In
order to have a reasonable chance that one of the very
few locations that can be stored in short-term visual
memory will be in the attended region, the attention
system needs to suppress the irrelevant information at
an early stage.
The model’s decision mechanism operates as follows.
If the location with the highest strength falls on an at-
tended location, it is selected as the response. If not, the
model checks if this unattended location is adjacent to
an attended location. If it is adjacent, the model reduces
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small amount. If the unattended location is still the
strongest, an adjacent candidate location is chosen as
the response. Otherwise, the new strongest location be-
comes the candidate response. If this second location is
again in an unattended region, the same steps are again
followed. If the third strongest location is still in an
unattended region, a location is selected at random. This
veto mechanism only changes a handful of responses
(always less than 5% of the data) and is of insigniﬁcant
impact because it seldom arrives at a correct response.
Conceptually, the veto mechanism utilizes a memory
that remembers only the three strongest elements. It is
retained for two reasons: (1) A veto mechanism corre-
sponds with subject experience. (2) A model that rep-
resents only early visual processing might, just like
human perceptual processing, propose a candidate
location that is far inside an unattended area. However,
a human observer would never report such a location. If
the model ever reported such a location, it would be
powerfully rejected by a likelihood test. Ultimately, as
models correspond more and more closely to human
performance, it is necessary to incorporate into them
more and more complex aspects of performance, such as
the rare veto mechanism and, ultimately, typing mis-
takes, to achieve reasonable ﬁts to the data. Or, one may
discard a fraction of the data, so-called robust estima-
tion. See Fig. 9(a) for an overview of the model.10. Model implementation
The model described above was used to predict per-
formance on a trial-by-trial basis (1440 trials) for each of
three observers (CT, JG, and GA––data from Experi-
ment 1 when only viewing ten-false-target trials). For
each trial, the stimulus presented to the observer was
used by the model to generate a response in the manner
described above. The model parameters were optimized
such that the 1440 predictions best accorded with the
responses of an observer who had viewed these same
stimuli, by maximizing the likelihood that the model’s
response was correct when the observer’s response wasTable 1
Model performance and parameter values for each observer
Obs % (c,c) (i,c) (c,i) (i,i) a
CT 70% 340 189 242 669 0.27
GA 70% 404 197 243 596 0.26
JG 69% 404 270 186 580 0.26
Each ordered pair, e.g., (c,c) represents (model performance, observer perform
in which the model was correct and the human observer was incorrect. % r
model, using the parameters given here; a represents the weight of vertical rel
degrees of visual angle of a central area of unchanging acuity; c represents
distractors; T indicates the strength of targets and false targets; r determines t
standard deviation of internal noise.correct, and incorrect when the observer’s response was
incorrect. In other words, for trials in which the observer
was correct, the probability p that all ten false targets
had a strength less than the target strength was maxi-
mized. For incorrect trials, 1 p was maximized.
Responses for both the model and observer were
classiﬁed as either correct or incorrect. The estimated
model parameters were the distractor and target
strengths for the stimulus map (D and T ), the rate of
frequency falloﬀ r of the attention modulation transfer
function, the shape of the acuity map (a, b, and c), and
the standard deviation of the noise (rn). The random
jitter of each disk position in the display is not modelled
here, as it is not anticipated to aﬀect the process. The
model parameters were estimated without the inclusion
of the veto mechanism. Subsequently the veto mecha-
nism was implemented to obtain the trial-by-trial cor-
respondence. This mechanism was not included in the
parameter ﬁt because it is a relatively minor element of
the decision phase, aﬀecting decisions on a small (less
than 5%) number of trials. Thus, 1440 individual pre-
dictions were generated and compared to the trial-by-
trial performance data of the observer.
Table 1 displays the model performance for each of
the three observers, as well as the parameter values
giving rise to that performance. Note that parameters
are quite similar across observers. For observer CT, the
center of the acuity function was shifted to accommo-
date the shift in her peak performance in Experiment 1.
Given her shift in performance by target location, it is
likely that she was ﬁxating at this shifted location rather
than at the ﬁxation point.
As displayed in Table 1, the model and observer
behavior corresponded on approximately 70% of trials.
It is important to note that this correspondence arises
from both correct and incorrect responses.
While the parameters were optimized based on trial-
by-trial comparisons, it is important to also compare the
model performance across attention conditions with
that of the observer. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the model
performance is similar in nature to the observer per-
formance. One consistent diﬀerence is in the ATT1;0
condition; observers do better on this condition than onb c D T r rn
0.16 0.75 0.33 1.23 0.55 0.05
0.17 0.67 0.35 1.23 0.54 0.05
0.16 0.71 0.35 1.24 0.54 0.05
ance), where c correct and i incorrect, e.g., (c,i) is the number of trials
epresents the average correspondence between consecutive runs of the
ative to horizontal eccentricity in acuity; b, in cpd, indicates the size in
the rate of acuity fall-oﬀ with eccentricity; D indicates the strength of
he amplitude of the modulation of attention at each frequency; rn is the
Fig. 10. (a) Observer and model performance across the attention conditions for three observers. The model runs shown are one instance for each
subject, using the parameters as shown in Table 1. Dots indicate chance performance. Error bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals. (b) Observer and
model performance across the 144 possible target locations. Plotting conventions are identical to those in Experiment 1, Fig. 2.
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sistently show this pattern. One possible explanation for
this diﬀerence is eye movements. The attention instruc-
tion is presented 750 ms prior to the onset of the search
array. This is suﬃcient to allow observers to reﬁxate to
an optimal position. This optimal position is near the
center of the display in all conditions except for ATT1;0
where half of the visual ﬁeld is to be attended and the
other half is to be ignored. In this condition, it would be
obviously optimal to reﬁxate at the center of the at-
tended region, placing more of that region in central
vision and moving the unattended region farther into
the periphery. Doing so would improve performance,
yet the model does not do this. Observers were in-
structed to maintain central ﬁxation throughout the
task, but such maintenance was not independently ver-
iﬁed.
Fig. 10(b) displays the model performance by target
eccentricity, along with the corresponding observer
performance. The nature of the contours is very similar,
with a falling of performance with an increase in target
eccentricity and a slower fall-oﬀ along the horizontal
than along the vertical. Compared to the observer,
the model does seem to perform better in the center
of the display and worse along the edges, but given
that the model was not optimized to maximize its
correspondence to the target eccentricity data, but ra-
ther the trial-by-trial response, the similarity is quite
encouraging.The parameter values in Table 1 are similar across
observers, and also have reasonable interpretations. The
decay rate of the attention modulation transfer function,
r, for instance, indicates a clear fall-oﬀ in attention
modulation with an increase in the spatial frequency of
the attention instructions. The target strength, T , is
substantially higher than the distractor strength, D. The
acuity parameters, a, b, and c, produce an acuity func-
tion that is elliptical in nature, with a decrease in acuity
with an increase in eccentricity as well as a slightly
slower fall-oﬀ in acuity along the horizontal as com-
pared to the vertical.
In addition to testing the model performance by
optimizing the trial-by-trial correspondence with each of
three observers, the model was also tested using the one-
false-target trials from Experiment 3 as input. Using the
parameters as optimized for JG (similar results obtain
for the others) the model’s performance on one-false-
target trials is computed. Fig. 11 displays these results,
which can be compared to corresponding observer per-
formance in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
Lastly, the model’s double-pass performance was
evaluated using the optimized parameters twice and
calculating the trial-by-trial correspondence of the two
runs. Average trial-by-trial correspondence was around
82% for the model. This correspondence is higher than
that of 76% found for observer correspondence, but
further improvements currently underway to the meth-
ods of ﬁtting the parameters are expected, in part, to
Fig. 11. Model predictions of performance in the one-false-target conditions. The left graph illustrates model performance as a function of attention
condition. Each line represents a separation value: 6-point stars¼ 1, squares¼ 2, leftward triangles¼ 3, diamonds¼ 4, rightward triangles¼ 5, 5-
point stars¼ 6. The right graph depicts model performance by separation value, where each line represents an attention condition: 6-point
stars¼ATT1;0, squares¼ATT1;p=2, leftward triangles¼ATT2, diamonds¼ATT3, and rightward triangles¼ATT4. Dots indicate chance perfor-
mance. Compare these model predictions to data of Fig. 3, leftmost panels.
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stage, the model’s performance is qualitatively similar to
that of the observers and it exhibits most of the
important features of the data.11. Review and general discussion
The experiments implemented above were designed to
investigate the characteristics and limitations of the
spatial distribution of visual attention. By requiring
observers to attend disjoint regions while suppressing
intervening regions, the tasks provide data necessary to
develop and test a general theory of visual attention.
A novel search task. In Experiment 1, a novel search
task was implemented in which the presence of numer-
ous false targets populated the unattended areas. The
unique design of this task strongly penalized non-dis-
joint distributions of spatial attention. The false targets
were critical in forcing attention towards various dis-
joint distributions. The data we obtained indicate how
successfully spatial attention was able to conform to the
requested distributions.
Characterizing disjoint distributions of attention. Pre-
vious research had tended to focus on whether or not
attention could be distributed disjointly. While the an-
swer to this question was mixed, studies did not arrive at
a quantitative characterization of the extent to which
spatial attention could conform to various requested
disjoint distributions. Numerous studies found that
observers did not seem able to simultaneously attend
two or more locations while ignoring intervening loca-
tions (Eriksen & Yeh, 1985; Heinze et al., 1994;
McCormick et al., 1998; Pan & Eriksen, 1993; Posner
et al., 1980). Still others found that, while there were
costs to disjointly distributing attention, observers couldattend separate locations without necessarily processing
regions in between (Awh & Pashler, 2000; Bichot et al.,
1999; Castiello & Umilta, 1992; Eimer, 2000; Hahn &
Kramer, 1998; Melchner & Sperling, 1978; Schmidt
et al., 1998). Here we sought to use a systematic change
of the required distribution of attention to gain insight
into the ability of spatial attention to conform to these
distributions. The general pattern of results here was
that the ability of spatial attention to conform to re-
quested disjoint distributions decreased with an increase
in the spatial frequency of the requested distribution and
decreased with an increase in target eccentricity.
To a considerable extent, observers were able to at-
tend to multiple locations while strongly suppressing the
intervening areas for low-spatial-frequency requested
distributions and to a lesser extent for high-spatial-fre-
quency distributions. The data demonstrate that a
quantitative approach, rather than an all-or-none ap-
proach to the question ‘‘can attention be distributed
disjointly’’ is more likely to lead to a formal theory of
spatial attention.
Target to false-target separation: A possible confound.
The possible confound in Experiment 1 was false target
proximity, which covaried with attention condition. As
the spatial frequency of the attention-instruction images
increases, performance decreases. With ten-false-target
stimuli this performance decrease could be explained, at
least in part, by the increase in proximity of false targets
to the true target (separation) that occurs when the
spatial frequency requested by the attention instructions
increased. To draw conclusions about the eﬀect of the
attention distribution, per se, it was important to rule
out the eﬀect of false target proximity.
Embedded, infrequent one-false-target trials. To sep-
arate the attention and target to false target separation
eﬀects, trials in which there was only one false target
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false target was varied, as was the attention condition
under which each target-false target conﬁguration was
presented. Because the one-false-target trials were pre-
sented randomly on only 17% of trials and because they
were unnoticed amongst ten-false-target trials, observers
did use the same strategy in processing them as the ten-
false-target stimuli.
The results were that, regardless of the target to false
target separation, proportion correct in one-false-target
trials declined with the increases in the spatial frequency
of the attention instructions. These results show that the
pattern of results observed with the ten-false-target
stimuli cannot be explained by false target proximity.
Additionally, performance on the one-false-target trials
was consistently better than performance on the ten-
false-target trials. This indicates that suppression of the
false targets in unattended regions is not complete.
The spatial characterization of ‘‘pure’’, unconfounded,
spatial attention. The comparisons of one-false-target
and ten-false-target stimuli, indicate that while the
number of false targets somewhat aﬀects search accu-
racy, the spatial distribution of false targets does not
(over the range of separations explored). Most impor-
tant, there is a large residual eﬀect of attention, per se.
Identical stimuli were responded to quite diﬀerently
when the observer was attempting to conform to dif-
ferent requested attention distributions.
Foreperiod variations distinguish early low-level from
high-level attentional processing. Experiment 2 provided
evidence that the search task involved familiar attention
mechanisms as follows. The ideal attention task uses
identical stimuli under diﬀerent attention conditions.
When the diﬀerent attention conditions produce diﬀer-
ent performances while the same stimuli and response
alternatives remain the same, it clearly deﬁnes an eﬀect
that can be attributed only to attention. We wished to
compare spatial attention that is attempting to conform
itself to spatial locations with neutral spatial attention.
This requires a diﬀerent paradigm than that of Experi-
ment 1. In Experiment 2, the foreperiod between atten-
tion instructions and the search array was varied. It
included a condition in which the attention instructions
occurred after the search array was turned oﬀ. The large
performance diﬀerence between trials with identical
attention instructions, some of which appeared before
the search array and others after, indicated clearly that
observers entered a non-neutral attentional state (e.g.,
attending a particular spatial conﬁguration) when the
instructions were presented ﬁrst. When they were pre-
sented after the search array, observers remained in a
neutral state and performed very poorly. The diﬀerent
foreperiods (from attention instructions to search array)
allowed for the estimation of the length of time required
to switch from the neutral attention state to the speciﬁc
state (e.g., attend to a particular conﬁguration). Atten-tional preparation (conforming to a particular requested
spatial distribution of attention) was initiated about 50
ms after an attention instruction was received and it was
complete in about 350 ms.
Scale invariance and its implication for attentional
control processes. Results from the ﬁrst two experiments
explored the spatial frequency of the attention instruc-
tions. Experiment 3 sought to specify whether the results
should be understood in terms of absolute or relative
spatial frequency. To accomplish this, the task from
Experiment 1 was repeated at two viewing distances: 120
cm (the original distance) and at 60 cm. If performance
depends on absolute spatial frequency, this change in
viewing distance should alter performance since all
spatial frequencies––attention instructions and stimulus
frequencies––would be doubled by halving the viewing
distance. The results showed no signiﬁcant change in
performance with the change in viewing distance. This
suggests that the distribution of visual attention may be
understood in terms of object spatial frequency versus
retinal spatial frequency. Dependence on object versus
retinal spatial frequency in turn suggests that the
attention control signal may be generated at a high level
of perceptual or cognitive processing. Alternatively, it is
possible that appropriate spatial inhomogenities could
result in scale invariance in the detection task even if
attention control were generated at a lower level of
processing than an object level.
Is attention-cued search an abstract form of a con-
junction search? Experiment 4 was designed to compare
an explicit attention-cued conjunction task with the
attention tasks of Experiments 1–3. The red-green
grating that deﬁned the attention instruction remained
on throughout the duration of the trial. Thereby
observers could use the color of an attended area to
perform a conjunction search in which a target was
deﬁned by its large size and surrounding color, false
targets by large size and the opposite surrounding color,
and distractors by their small size on either color.
Experiments 1–3 had involved an implicit conjunction of
‘‘attended area’’ with disk size versus the explicit con-
junction of color with disk size. Performance in the
attention-cued conjunction task was consistently better
than on the attention-cued tasks, with most of this
improvement occurring at the highest spatial frequen-
cies. Other than this, the general pattern of results did
not change.
This similarity of attention-cued conjunction results
to simple attention cuing suggests two things. First, it
might be useful to consider that, at the point in the brain
where the salience of a location is being computed,
attention contributes similarly to a target-deﬁning fea-
ture. Attention adds to the salience or strength at that
attended location in the same way that a target-deﬁning
color does. Second, it suggests that the resolution of the
color feature map is better than the resolution of the
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beneﬁt at the highest spatial frequencies. Fig. 9(b) shows
how the model structure can be augmented to incorpo-
rate both attention and feature information.
The three main conclusions. Overall, Experiments 1–4
show that observers can distribute attention in accor-
dance with various requested conﬁgurations, but that
there are severe limits to this distribution. These limits
on the distribution depended on a number of factors: (1)
the relative spatial frequency of the distribution, (2) the
eccentricity of the target, and (3) the amount of inter-
fering information in the unattended regions, speciﬁ-
cally, number of false targets. There are certainly other
factors, but these three are important and they were
studied by means of the novel multiple-false-target
search task described above.
A formal computational model for spatial attention?
The goal of developing such a task was to ﬁnd and ex-
plore those factors involved in the limiting of the spatial
distribution of visual attention. From the identiﬁcation
of these factors, a general model of visual attention was
developed and implemented. While there are certainly
further developments and improvements to be made, the
model has the promise to simply and systematically
describe the spatial distribution of visual attention in
human observers.
Combining three strength maps. The current version
of the model combines three strength maps to arrive at
a ﬁnal strength map from which a response is chosen
(most often the location with the highest strength): an
attention modulation map, an acuity map, and a con-
junction-feature map. This sort of structure is not
novel; a similar structure can be found, for example, in
the Guided Search Model 2.0 of Wolfe (1994). That
attention may itself be considered as a feature is,
however, a promising and interesting addition to this
type of structure. The speciﬁc structure of the three
strength maps in the present model, their combination,
and the decision process together incorporate the
important factors relating to visual attention identiﬁed
above.
The attention map addresses the reduced perfor-
mance with an increase in spatial frequency through the
use of an attention modulation transfer function and
linear systems analysis. Attended regions are enhanced
and unattended regions are suppressed, more so at lower
spatial frequencies and less so with higher spatial fre-
quencies. The relationship between the spatial frequency
and the amplitude of attentional modulation at that
frequency is well described by a function in which the
modulation amplitude of attention decays exponentially
with frequency. To compute the attentional modulation
in response to a requested distribution of attention, ﬁrst
analyze the requested distribution into its component
sine waves, look up or compute the response to each
of these sine-wave components for the attention fre-quency–response function, and then sum the component
responses.
The acuity map addresses the reduced performance
with an increase in target eccentricity. Each of the 144
locations is assigned a strength using a function with
three parameters––lower strengths for the more eccen-
tric locations and higher strengths for those nearest
ﬁxation. Additionally, the strengths decline more slowly
along the horizontal dimension of the display than along
the vertical.
Model predictions. The reduction in performance
when presented with ten false targets as compared to
one false target is automatically incorporated into the
model in a relatively simple manner: It is more likely
that the strength at a false target location is higher than
that of the target location when there are ten false tar-
gets than when there is only one. Therefore, the model is
more likely to select an incorrect response when there
are more false targets.
After parameter optimization, the model perfor-
mance was evaluated by attention condition and by
target eccentricity. In addition to the trial-by-trial cor-
respondence, similar overall patterns were also ob-
served. Parameter values were similar across observers,
and their relationship to one another can be understood
in a reasonable manner, reﬂecting the theory underpin-
ning the model.
The future of a linear systems approach to the
characterization of spatial attention remains promising
given the foundation provided here. Even with the
current model, it is possible, in principle, to predict
performance on tasks with almost any novel or more
complex request distribution of attention. The circum-
stances under which these predictions work remain to
be determined.12. Conclusion
The search paradigm developed here allows for the
investigation of the spatial distribution of visual atten-
tion. By manipulating the stimulus conﬁguration, the
ability of the attention distribution to conform to a re-
quested distribution can be systematically studied. By
presenting ‘‘false targets’’ in the unattended areas, the
paradigm forces observers to ignore those areas and to
more closely conform to the requested attention distri-
bution. Successful performance in the search task hinges
upon the ability to ‘‘split the attention beam.’’
Results show that the modulation amplitude of
attention decreases with an increase in the requested
spatial frequency. Here, attention was modelled as a
sum of sine-waves with fundamental frequency equiva-
lent to the spatial frequency of the requested attention
distribution. With this relatively simple, theoretically
based structure, agreement between observer data and
1296 J.L. Gobell et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1273–1296model behavior on a trial-by-trial basis, as well as over
attention conditions and target location, was quite rea-
sonable. This agreement lends support to this approach
to the modelling of spatial attention.
The linear systems approach to the modelling of
spatial attention has considerable promise. This ap-
proach enables a prediction of the achievable distribu-
tion of attention in response to any requested
distribution. In a linear systems approach, any requested
distribution of attention can be described mathemati-
cally by a sum of sine-wave components with diﬀerent
frequencies, amplitudes, and phases. Once the distribu-
tion of attention in response to each of these sine-wave
components has been determined, the predicted atten-
tion distribution in response to any arbitrary requested
distribution becomes a routine computation.
The experiments described here dealt with simple
gratings and provide the foundation for a Fourier-
based theory of attention. Fourier theory provides a
well-established basis for a comprehensive theory of
spatial attention. Future experiments will test how
generalizable the theory is to arbitrary distributions of
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